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Gaming with friends offered what Amanda missed in her dreary college life: friendship and
excitement, the thrill of combat for a good cause, and the chance to be a hero. Neither Amanda nor
her friend, Eric, ever expected to face the suddenly real world of their fantasy adventures. But when
a careless joke draws the ire of a dark wizard, both must rise to the challenge. Leveling up has
never been so hard...or felt so good. WARNING: Days of High Adventure contains graphic violence,
graphic premarital sex, graphic violation of college housing regulations, rampant geekery, multiple
dismemberments, impalings, bad language, nudity, drug references, consumption of alcohol,
destruction of private property, paganism, theft, arson, slavery, reptile-on-human violence, improper
placement of hazardous materials, money laundering, illegal immigration, tax evasion, poor
workplace standards, unwed cohabitating couples, kidnapping, assault under color of authority,
bearers of false witness, human sacrifice, desecration of religious sites, unsafe work standards,
uncredited film quotes, and references to games falsely accused of Satanic influences. There may
be dungeons and/or dragons herein.
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One of the few Kindle authors I have found who can engage you in his story. Who can, God forbid,
WRITE well. No mangled grammar, spelling or structure issues here making you grind your teeth. I
have purchased everything Mr. Kay has published on . I have yet to be disappointed.

This is pretty much a by-the-numbers "players fall into their D&D world" story. Except not terribly

well done, since the characters have _way_ too easy a time of it. One ends up being a slave doing
hard labor in an excavation, and somehow the book ends making that feel more like a minimum
security prison for white collar criminals than brutal slavery. An thin nerd with no combat experience
becomes a Conan-type muscled barbarian in a matter of weeks. The throw-away pop culture
references and explicit use of D&D spells like Web and Prismatic Spray are more entertaining than
the plot.It doesn't help that about midway through the story comes to a screeching halt so the
female protagonist can have lots of pointless lesbian sex with random strangers in a temple.
Emotional attachment doesn't enter into it, it happens just because her partners think she's sexy,
and that's enough for Amanda to drop her pants. She's a virgin up to that point, so I guess the only
reason she waited to have casual sex before this was because no one had asked.Since Amanda
had only expressed interest in men before this point, it's apparent the author is one of those guys
who believes that all women are closet bisexuals, and all they need to develop an interest is to be
initiated by an attractive enough woman. Yet somehow the heterosexual _men_ in their stories
aren't willing to jump into bed if they get a kiss from a hot guy.Eventually the story moves on, but
again the heroes have an easy and predictable time of it. They win, get to go home, and their lives
are now so much better than they were before their adventure.

Elliott Kay has been on my must-buy list for a while now, and this novella certainly doesn't make me
want to take him off. While not a full length novel, it was amusing, charming, and sensual, and
introduces characters I'd certainly like to see more of. At this point, lightly linked to the Good
Intentions crew, and thus I'm not certain exactly where it fits into the timeline of the main novels, but
I'm definitely looking forward to seeing our favourite witches' reaction to Amanda...

I have read Elliot Kay's other books and they are outstanding! I highly recommend them to anyone
who is looking for an exciting and fun read. This one, however, was too short and didn't appear to
be very well developed as far as the characters were concerned. It almost seemed rushed, like he
was trying to put out something to fill in the gaps between the sequels for his other books. He did
himself a disservice; Elliot Kay is a much better writer. If this is the first book of his that you have
read, do yourself a favor and read his other books. I think that you will be pleasantly surprised at just
how good of a writer he is.

High adventure indeed! Another high-speed rollercoaster ride into an alternate reality with evil
wizards, face melting magic, and sexy barbarian slave girls. ( Well, one anyway, but she's way hot.)

A little fun, a littel hidious death, ( well, actually quite a bit of that), and a great," Battle to save the
world from evil" type ending. All in all a good time spent. You'll enjoy it.

I had never heard of this author but I had free money from delayed shipping and the story summary
was humorous. I am really glad I bought this ebook. The story is solid and smooth. You actually
care about the characters. I read it all in one day that started with a trip to the dentist and the start of
what feels like a really bad cold. Even with all that, this story made the day worthwhile.I can highly
recommend to anyone that loves a good story that they should buy this book.

Nerdy Dungeons and Dragons players time travel to the dark ages and defeat the bad guys. There,
I've ruined it for you. That's the whole plot. Now having said that I have enjoyed all of Elliott Kay's
stories this is also a lot of fun. It's a fantasy story with the boy and girl who are attending a university
magically transported back to the dark ages. Oh and by the way the area they are transported to
seems to be the Middle East and very shortly they develop Arnold Schwarzneger bodies. Oh yes
and the boy picks up a Viking girl friend. All in all a fun story and I highly recommend it. Probably for
young adults, which includes me because I'm only in my sixth decade.

This is a novella and not a novel. However, it is such a good example of the "gamers wind up in
their fantasy world" sub-genre that I liked it a lot. The erotic material that one expects from Mr. Kay
comes in later in the story than usual but it's good. The gamers "level up" really fast but they have to
or we would be reading their obituaries.The moment when the heroine is reading a magical tome
and realizes, well you read it.The best example of this sub-genre, the books by the late Joel
Rosenberg, starting out with a couple of serviceable fours and wound up including two of the best
fantasy novels I ever read. If EK decides to write more of these, there will be a market for them. At
least me.
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